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a b s t r a c t

While current autonomous navigation systems allow robots to successfully drive themselves from one
point to another in specific environments, they typically require extensive manual parameter re-tuning
by human robotics experts in order to function in new environments. Furthermore, even for just one
complex environment, a single set of fine-tuned parameters may not work well in different regions of
that environment. These problems prohibit reliable mobile robot deployment by non-expert users. As
a remedy, we propose Adaptive Planner Parameter Learning (appl), a machine learning framework that
can leverage non-expert human interaction via several modalities – including teleoperated demonstra-
tions, corrective interventions, and evaluative feedback – and also unsupervised reinforcement learning
to learn a parameter policy that can dynamically adjust the parameters of classical navigation systems
in response to changes in the environment. appl inherits safety and explainability from classical
navigation systems while also enjoying the benefits of machine learning, i.e., the ability to adapt and
improve from experience. We present a suite of individual appl methods and also a unifying cycle-of-
learning scheme that combines all the proposed methods in a framework that can improve navigation
performance through continual, iterative human interaction and simulation training.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

While engineered systems developed over the past several
ecades have enabled autonomous mobile robot navigation in
ertain scenarios, it is typically the case that the parameters of
hese systems need to be adjusted for each new deployment
nvironment. This process is referred to as ‘‘parameter-tuning’’,
.e., the process through which a human with expert knowledge
f the underlying system and the role of each parameter – along
ith trial-and-error, experience, and intuition – manually finds
he best set of system parameters for a new environment. This
raditional setup (1) precludes non-expert users from optimizing
he default robot system; (2) assumes a single set of parameters
ill work well for all regions of a specific environment; and
3) completely abandons previously fine-tuned parameters when
sing a new set of parameters.
In contrast, many humans – even those with little to no

obotics experience – can easily teleoperate mobile robots in
ew environments [1], and even more humans are able to pro-
ide simple evaluative feedback (e.g., a numerical assessment
f performance) on the robot’s behavior. These in situ end-user
nteractions can provide a rich source of knowledge regarding
ow the system should behave in deployment environments. We
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ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.robot.2022.104132
921-8890/© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
hypothesize that systems that can capture and leverage these
interactions will be able to quickly adapt to their deployment
environments, i.e., exhibit robust and reliable navigation system
performance.

In this article, we investigate this hypothesis by developing
and studying a novel family of algorithms called Adaptive Planner
Parameter Learning (appl). In particular, we present an algorithm
hat can learn from human demonstrations (appld), an algorithm
hat can learn from human interventions (appli), and an algo-
rithm that can learn from human-generated evaluative feedback
(apple). Additionally, we present an algorithm in this family that
can, if available, leverage simulation experience in an unsuper-
vised fashion using reinforcement learning (applr). Importantly,
the framework under which we develop appl does not replace
existing systems for autonomous navigation, but rather augments
them by providing a new learned module that adjusts only certain
hyperparameters of these systems (e.g., obstacle inflation radius,
sampling rate, cost function coefficients, etc.). By adopting this
approach, appl systems inherit the advantages of existing naviga-
tion systems (e.g., safety and explainability), while also enjoying
the benefits of machine learning methods (e.g., adaptivity and
improvement from experience). Moreover, the appl framework
xplicitly allows for the possibility of adjusting these hyperpa-
ameters ‘‘on-the-fly’’, i.e., dynamically changing parameters at
very time step to achieve robust navigation. Finally, we also
resent a unifying vision for how our appl algorithms can be
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sed in concert to enable a cycle-of-learning framework for con-
inual system improvement through iterative interaction with
imulation and end users.
We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithms in

series of experiments in which a small ground robot, accom-
anied by a human, must autonomously navigate in a number
f complex, constrained environments. Our results show that
everaging human interaction does indeed allow the robot to
uickly adapt to each new environment, learning to overcome
ailures and other suboptimal behavior to the point where the
uman is no longer necessary. Moreover, we show that com-
ining the proposed approaches in the unified framework that
an also leverage unsupervised simulated training in a series of
ystem iterations exhibits increasing performance with each new
eployment.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We begin

y reviewing related work in terms of learning for navigation
nd learning from humans in Section 2. As one of the two novel
ontributions of this article, we formalize the Adaptive Planner
arameter Learning (appl) framework in Section 3, which is an
verarching paradigm that encompasses all the following more
pecialized methods. Specifically, in Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7, we
resent Adaptive Planner Parameter Learning from Demonstra-
ion [2], from Interventions [3], from Evaluative Feedback [4],
nd from Reinforcement [5], respectively. Note that appld and
pple were introduced in our previous Robotics and Automa-
ion Letters articles [2,4], so we only briefly summarize these
wo methods. For appli and applr, which have only appeared
n conference papers [3,5], we re-formalize these two methods
nder the overarching appl framework and present detailed de-
criptions. As the second novel contribution of this article, we
ntroduce a cycle-of-learning scheme in Section 8, which com-
ines all four individual appl methods in the unified framework,

leveraging demonstration, interventions, evaluative feedback, and
reinforcement in different deployment scenarios with different
human users, and achieves cyclic and continual improvement
in navigation performance. The experiments pertaining to this
cycle-of-learning scheme are also new in this article. All exper-
iment videos can be found at https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~xiao/
Research/APPL/APPL.html.

2. Related work

This section reviews state-of-the-art approaches that have ap-
plied machine learning to the problem of mobile robot navigation
and related work in terms of using different human interaction
modalities to assist machine learning.

2.1. Learning for navigation

Autonomous mobile robot navigation has been a topic of in-
terest to the robotics community for decades [6,7]. For exam-
ple, the DWA planner [7] samples feasible motion commands
within a dynamic window, evaluates each sample using a for-
ward prediction model, and selects the best sample based on a
cost function that considers distance to obstacles, deviation from
the global path, and progress toward the goal. While provid-
ing verifiable guarantees, these classical approaches still require
extensive knowledge from robotics expert onsite during deploy-
ment, e.g., through in-situ parameter tuning, to adapt to different
navigation scenarios [8,9]. For example, max linear and angular
velocities and their sampling rates determine if the DWA planner
can find good motion commands with limited onboard compu-
tation, while its different optimization weights affect the final
navigation behavior. All experiments reported in this article use

DWA as the underlying motion planning algorithm. Furthermore,

2

those classical systems generally do not learn with increasing
navigation experience [10].

With the recent advances in machine learning research, data-
driven techniques have started being applied to the mobile robot
navigation problem. Xiao, et al. [11] presented a survey on using
machine learning for motion control in mobile robot naviga-
tion: in addition to some works in the emerging social [12] and
terrain-based [13] navigation, most existing learning approaches
for navigation adopt an end-to-end learning paradigm to address
the classical collision-free navigation problem and are capable of
generating navigational behaviors [14,15]. However, those end-
to-end approaches still cannot outperform classical navigation
methods or are not even compared to them. More importantly,
end-to-end learning is extremely data-hungry, usually requiring
millions of training data or training steps, and forgoes verifi-
able guarantees such as safety and explainability. On the other
hand, other work which targeted a specific navigational com-
ponent [16–18] has achieved superior performance when being
compared to their classical counterparts. Therefore, it is promis-
ing to use machine learning at the subsystem or component level
and to combine it with the structure of classical approaches [11].

appl uses machine learning at the parameter level and devises
xtra learning components that interact with classical navigation
ystems. Therefore, appl inherits all the benefits of classical ap-
roaches, while enjoying the adaptivity and flexibility of learning
ethods.

.2. Learning from humans

Using interactions with humans is an effective approach to
acilitate learning in general, e.g., Learning from Demonstration or
mitation Learning [19]. Of particular interest to the robotics com-
unity is learning through interactions with non-expert users,
hich relaxes the requirement for expert roboticists. For mobile
obot navigation, it is relatively easy for most non-expert users to
rovide a teleoperated demonstration [20]. If a robot can success-
ully navigate in most scenarios, it is only necessary to teach the
obot where it makes mistakes. Learning from Intervention can
herefore be applied only at those trouble-some situations [21].
or non-expert users who are not able to take control of the robot,
earning from evaluative feedback [22] provides another interac-
ion modality that teaches the robot with a simple scalar feedback
alue. Most aforementioned approaches of learning from humans
ave been proposed in the learning community and applied to
est domains such as Atari games or simulations, and have yet
een used to tackle physical mobile robot navigation problems.
e posit that this gap can be caused by the requirement for

xtensive training data and training time, which is prohibitive for
hysical mobile robots navigating in the real world.
appl utilizes all these human interaction modalities (demon-

tration, interventions, and evaluative feedback), and combines
hem with Reinforcement Learning (RL) in a Cycle-of-Learning
cheme [23] for autonomous mobile robot navigation. To alleviate
he heavy dependency on huge amounts of high quality training
ata from the real world, appl learns a parameter policy that
nteracts with an underlying navigation system, in contrast to
eplacing it by learning an end-to-end motion policy.

.3. Self-supervised learning

Researchers have also investigated self-supervised learning
echniques for robotics. One such example is reinforcement learn-
ng from trial and error without access to expert or non-expert
umans [24]. These self-supervised approaches work very well
iven access to a high-fidelity simulator [25,26] (e.g., in Atari

https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~xiao/Research/APPL/APPL.html
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~xiao/Research/APPL/APPL.html
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~xiao/Research/APPL/APPL.html
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Fig. 1. Contrast between Conventional Agent vs. appl Agent.
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games) and a well-defined reward function to specify the de-
sired behavior to be learned [27]. Although such self-learning ap-
proaches remove the burden of having a human in the loop, they
require an extensive amount of training data, which can be im-
practical to collect in the real world. Even with specific techniques
to improve sample efficiency and allow real-world training, ran-
dom exploration in the physical world is often very risky. For
example, the badgr [28] system failed catastrophically (e.g., flip-
ping over) during its exploration phase and required manual
intervention to reset the robot. Another approach, voila [29],
learns a visual navigation policy in the real world in a self-
supervised manner with the guidance of the visual observation of
another robot executing the same navigation task. But such meth-
ods do not easily generalize to other environments and other
navigation tasks. Self-supervised model learning [13] has also
been investigated to learn kinodynamic models for real-world
unstructured off-road terrain. But the self-supervised learning
happens in an open-space, so that the probability of the robot
colliding with any obstacles is minimized.

appl also leverages self-supervised learning in simulation us-
ing reinforcement learning, in addition to the non-expert human
interactions collected from the wide spectrum of modalities in
the real world. Such a Cycle-of-Learning scheme allows robots to
continually improve their navigation behavior using both human
interactions and self-supervision.

3. Adaptive planner parameter learning

In this section, we formalize the Adaptive Planner Parameter
Learning (appl) problem, which serves as the foundation for all
the following appl methods.

3.1. Underlying navigation planner

appl assumes that a mobile robot has an underlying navigation
planner G : X × Θ → A, where X is the planner’s state space
(e.g., robot odometry, sensory inputs, navigation goal), Θ is the
space of free parameters for G (e.g., inflation radius, sampling
rate, planner optimization coefficients), and A is the planner’s
action space (e.g., linear and angular velocity v ω). Using G and
a particular set of parameters θ , the robot performs navigation
by repeatedly estimating its state x and applying action a =

G(x; θ ) = Gθ (x). Traditional learning methods for navigation
replace classical navigation planner G with a differentiable neural
network, and use gradient descent to find thousands (or millions)
of neural network weights. In contrast, appl works within the
framework of classical planner G, but treats it as a black box,
e.g., it does not need to be differentiable, and appl does not need

to understand what each component of θ does.

3

3.2. Meta-environment

appl works in the context of a meta-environment E com-
posed of both the underlying navigation world W (the physical,
obstacle-occupied world) and the given classical planner G with
adjustable parameters θ ∈ Θ and state input x ∈ X . An appl
agent interacts with this meta-environment E through a meta-
state st ∈ S , which includes both the planner’s current state
xt ∈ X and previous parameters θt−1 ∈ Θ , i.e., S = X × Θ .
Instead of the raw action a ∈ A, appl’s meta-action takes the
form of θ ∈ Θ , which is the current parameters to be used by G.

3.3. Parameter policy

We formulate the appl problem as a meta Markov Decision
Process (MDP) in this meta-environment, i.e., a tuple
(S,Θ, T , γ , R). Note this meta-MDP differs from the conven-
ional MDP defined by traditional learning-based motion plan-
ers, whose states are x and actions are a (Fig. 1 left). Based
n a meta-state st , an appl agent takes action θt so that the
tate advances to st+1 based on the transition function st+1 ∼

(·|st , θt ), and then receives a reward rt = R(st , θt ) (Fig. 1 right).
n general, the objective of an appl agent is to learn a parameter
olicy π : S → Θ that can be used to select actions (as
arameters θ ) that maximize the expected cumulative reward
ver time,

ax
π

Jπ = Es0,θt∼π (st ),st+1∼T (st ,θt )

[ ∞∑
t=0

γ t rt

]
. (1)

Within the meta-environment E , with the selected θ , Gθ (x)
produces navigation action a to interact with the physical world
W . On top of this general form of parameter policy based on a
general reward function, we impose additional structures on the
policy and on the reward for each individual appl method. For ex-
ample, applr adopts this general notion of parameter policy and
ptimizes a reward function; an apple policy maximizes the ex-
ected evaluative feedback from human users as an approxima-
ion of the underlying reward; appli and appld simplify the gen-
eral parameter policy in terms of a pre-trained context predictor
to select appropriate parameters from a parameter library.

3.4. Parameter library

A specific type of appl parameter policy π : S → Θ can
be instantiated by imposing two intermediate mappings, i.e. a
parameterized context predictor B : S → C, and a one-to-one
φ
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apping M : C → Θ , where C is the space of (finite) contexts c
a relatively cohesive region in the physical world W). Therefore,

= π (s) = M(Bφ(s)). Each predefined context is associated
with a set of static parameters. These parameter sets comprise a
parameter library L. appld and appli impose such structure on the
general parameter policy, and selecting an appropriate param-
eter set which minimizes a Behavior Cloning loss approximates
maximizing the underlying reward in Eq. (1).

The high-level algorithm of appl is shown in Alg. 1. The sub-
routine π = LearnParameterPolicy(I,Θ,G) is instantiated differ-
ently in each appl method, as specified in Sections 4–7.

Algorithm 1 appl

1: // Training
2: Input: human interaction I, space of possible parameters Θ ,

and navigation stack G.
3: π = LearnParameterPolicy(I,Θ,G).
4: // Deployment
5: Input: navigation stack G, parameter policy π .
6: for t = 1 : T do
7: construct meta-state st from xt and θt−1.
8: θt = π (st ).
9: Navigate with Gθt (xt ).

10: end for

4. APPL from demonstration (APPLD)

In this section, we briefly summarize Adaptive Planner Pa-
ameter Learning from Demonstration (appld) and re-formalize it
based on the appl formulation in Section 3. appld [2] utilizes a
context predictor and a parameter library learned from human
emonstration. A teleoperated demonstration with planner state
and demonstrated action a is collected, which is first segmented
nto different contexts using Bayesian change point detection.
ithin each context, we use behavior cloning to find a set of
lanner parameters θ to match the planner’s output with the
uman demonstration (Fig. 2). For full details and experiment
esults, please refer to our Robotics and Automation Letters (RAL)
rticle [2].

.1. Learning appld policy

A human demonstration of successful navigation is recorded
s time series data I = D = {xDi , a

D
i , t

D
i }

N
i=1, where N is the

length of the series, and xDi and aDi represent the planner state and
demonstrated action at time tDi (Line 2 Alg. 1). As mentioned in
Section 3, we impose additional structures on the appld policy,
i.e. πD : S → Θ is instantiated by a parameterized context
predictor Bφ : S → C, and a one-to-one mapping M : C →

Θ (Line 3 Alg. 1). Given M and Bφ , our system then performs
navigation by selecting actions according to Gθ (x) = GM(Bφ (x))(x)
(Lines 8–9 Alg. 1).

4.1.1. Demonstration segmentation
The key of learning πD is to construct the space of contexts

C, each of which corresponds to a cohesive navigation region
where a single set of parameters suffices. For each specific con-
text, we apply black-box optimization to learn a parameter set.
Generally speaking, any changepoint detection method can be
used to solve this segmentation problem [30]. A changepoint
detection algorithm Asegment can automatically detect how many
changepoints exist in D and where those changepoints are within
the demonstration. Denote the number of changepoints found by
Asegment as K − 1 and the changepoints as τ1, τ2, . . . , τK−1 with
τ0 = 0 and τK = N + 1, the demonstration D is then segmented
into K pieces {D = {xD, aD, tD | τ ≤ i < τ }}

K .
k i i i k−1 k k=1 c

4

4.1.2. Parameter learning
For each of the segmented contexts, Dk = {xDi , a

D
i , t

D
i | τk−1 ≤

i < τk}, we employ behavioral cloning (BC) [31] to learn a
suitable set of parameters θ∗

k . More specifically, BC seeks θ∗

k which
minimizes the difference between the demonstrated actions and
the actions that Gθk would produce on {xDi }:

θ∗

k = argmin
θ

∑
(x,a)∈Dk

∥a − Gθ (x)∥H , (2)

where ∥v∥H = vTHv is the induced norm by a diagonal matrix
H with positive real entries, which is used for weighting each
dimension of the action. We solve Eq. (2) with a black-box op-
timization method Ablack-box. Having found each θ∗

k , the parameter
library L is formed and the mapping M is simply M(k) = θ∗

k .
This fully parallelizable optimization takes approximately eight
hours in our experiments on a single Dell XPS laptop (Intel
Core i9-9980HK) using 16 parallel threads, but this time could
be significantly reduced with more computational resources and
engineering effort.

4.1.3. Online context prediction
The context predictor Bφ is learned with a supervised dataset

{xDi , ci}
N
i=1, where ci = k if xDi ∈ Dk. To classify which seg-

ment xDi comes from, we learn a parameterized function fφ(x) via
supervised learning:

φ∗
= argmax

φ

N∑
i=1

log
exp

(
fφ(xDi )[ci]

)∑K
c=1 exp

(
fφ(xDi )[c]

) . (3)

Our context predictor Bφ is then defined as:

Bφ(xt ) = mode
{
argmax

c
fφ(xi)[c], t − p < i ≤ t

}
. (4)

n other words, Bφ acts as a mode filter on the context predicted
y fφ over a sliding window of length p.
The LearningParameterPolicy subroutine in Alg. 1 for appld

s shown in Alg. 2, where the above three stages are applied
equentially to learn a parameter library L = {θ∗

k }
K
k=1 (hence the

apping M) and a context predictor Bφ , both of which constitute
he appld policy πD. During deployment, Eq. (4) is applied online
o pick the right set of parameters for G. πD, as a special case of
, does not consider θt−1 as part of st (only xt , line 7 Alg. 1), but
onsults a history of p steps of xt for smoothness.

Algorithm 2 LearnParameterPolicy (appld)

1: Input: I = D = {xDi , a
D
i , t

D
i }

N
i=1, Θ , G.

2: Call Asegment on D to detect changepoints τ1, . . . , τK−1 with
τ0 = 0 and τK = N + 1.

3: Segment D into {Dk = {xDi , a
D
i , t

D
i | τk−1 ≤ i < τk}}

K
k=1.

4: Train a classifier fφ on {xDi , ci}
N
i=1, where ci = k if xDi ∈ Dk.

5: for k = 1 : K do
6: Call Ablack-box with objective defined in Eq. (2) on Dk to find

parameters θ∗

k for context k.
7: end for
8: Form the map M(k) = θ∗

k , ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K and context predictor
Bφ(x).

4.2. Experiments

We implement appld on a physical ClearPath Jackal robot to
xperimentally validate that using the learned parameter library
nd context predictor from a teleoperated demonstration can
chieve better navigation performance in complex environments
ompared to that obtained by the underlying navigation system
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Fig. 2. appld: a human demonstration is segmented into different contexts, for each of which, a set of parameters θ∗

k is learned via Behavior Cloning. During
eployment, proper parameters are selected by an online context predictor.
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sing (a) its default parameters from the robot platform manu-
acturer, and (b) parameters we found using behavior cloning but
ithout context. The four-wheeled, differential-drive, unmanned
round vehicle with a top speed of 2.0 m/s is tasked to move
hrough a custom-built maze as quickly as possible (Fig. 2). A
elodyne LiDAR provides 3D point cloud data, which is trans-
ormed into 2D laser scan for 2D navigation. The Jackal runs Robot
perating System (ros) onboard, and appld is applied to the local
lanner, dwa [7], in the commonly-used move_base navigation
tack. Other parts of the navigation stack, e.g. global planning
ith Dijkstra’s algorithm, remain intact.
We use champ as Asegment (Line 2 Alg. 2), a state-of-the-art

ayesian segmentation algorithm [32]. We find each θ∗

k using
ma-es [33] as our black-box optimizer (Line 6 Alg. 2). θ in-
ludes dwa’s max_vel_x (v), max_vel_theta (w), vx_samples (s),
theta_samples (t), occdist_scale (o), pdist_scale (p), gdist_scale (g)
nd costmap’s inflation_radius (i).
In our experiments, appld achieves superior performance in

erms of fastest traversal time compared to the default parame-
ers, parameters learned without context, and even the demon-
trator. For all the experiments in this paper, we use traversal
ime as the comparison metric since most suboptimal navigation
ehavior cause stop-and-go motions, induce recovery behaviors,
ause the robot to get stuck, or collide with obstacles (termi-
ation) - each of which will result in a higher traversal time.
or full details about the experimental setup and results, along
ith experimental results on a different robot with a different
avigation system in a different environment, please refer to our
AL article [2].
5

. APPL from interventions (APPLI)

appld assumes human demonstration is a good approximation
or optimal navigation behavior and default parameters do not
ork well in most places, which are not always the case. In
daptive Planner Parameter Learning from Interventions (appli) [3],

instead of providing a full demonstration of the entire naviga-
tion task (such as appld), non-expert users can easily identify
failure or suboptimal cases by watching and then provide a few
teleoperated interventions to correct the failure or suboptimal
behaviors (Fig. 3). appli utilizes this human interaction modal-
ty and learns sets of planner parameters specifically for the
cenarios where failure and suboptimal behaviors take place,
o create a parameter library including the default parameters.
During deployment, appli applies those learned parameters, only
hen it is confident that they will benefit the current navigation
ased on a confidence measure of the context predictor, to the
nderlying navigation system in those troublesome places, while
aintaining good performance in others by switching back to the
efault parameters. This confidence measure also enables appli to
eneralize well to unseen environments.

.1. Learning appli policy

appli assumes a default parameter set θ̄ is tuned by a human
esigner trying to achieve good performance in most environ-
ents. However, being good at everything often means being
reat at nothing: θ̄ usually exhibits suboptimal performance in
ome situations and may even fail (is unable to find feasible
otions, or crashes into obstacles) in particularly challenging
nes.
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.1.1. Interventions as contexts
To mitigate this problem, a human can supervise the navi-

ation system’s performance at state x by observing its action
and judging whether she should intervene. Here, we consider

wo types of interventions. A Type A intervention is one in which
he system performs so poorly that the human must intervene
e.g. imminent collision or a signal for help). A Type B intervention
s one in which a human might intervene in order to improve
therwise suboptimal performance (e.g., driving too slowly in
n open space). For the ith intervention, we assume that the
uman resets the robot to the position where the failure or
uboptimal behavior first occurred and then gives a short tele-
perated intervention Ii = {xt , at}

Ti
t=1 of length Ti, where x1:Ti

is the trajectory starting from the reset state induced by in-
tervention actions a1:Ti . As this short demonstration naturally
shows a cohesive navigation behavior in a specific segment of the
environment (open space, narrow corridor, etc.), it automatically
forms a context ci ∈ C. Using human interaction composed of N
interventions I = I1:N instead of the full demonstration sequence
D = {xDi , a

D
i , t

D
i }

N
i=1 (Section 4), appli finds the mapping M :

C → Θ that determines the parameter set θi for each intervention
context ci, and the parameterized context predictor Bφ : X → C
that determines to which context (if any) the current state x
elongs. After collecting a set of N interventions I1:N , for each Ii,
e learn a set of navigation parameters θi that can best imitate
he demonstrated correction with the same Behavior Cloning loss
Eq. (2)) with a black-box optimizer, such as cma-es [33]. After
dentifying parameters in each context, the mapping M is simply
(i) = θi.

.1.2. Confidence-based context prediction
In contrast to appld, appli does not learn parameters for places

here the original navigation performance is good. Therefore,
t determines if the current state xt falls into any one of the
ollected intervention contexts ci. If so, appli directs the robot
o use the parameter set θi to avoid making the same mistake as
efore. If not, appli directs the robot to use the default parameters

¯ , as they are optimized for most cases and are expected to
eneralize better than any parameter set learned for a specific
cenario. In our system, the determination above is made using a
ew context predictor, Bφ , with confidence measure. To train this
redictor, we build a similar dataset as in appld, {{xt , ci}

Ti
t=1}

N
i=1,

nd train an intermediate classifier fφ(x) with parameter set φ
sing the Evidential Deep Learning method (EDL) [34]. A feature
f EDL is that it supplies both a predicted label and a confidence
easure, ui ∈ (0, 1], i.e.,

(x ) = (c , u ). (5)
φ i i i

6

fter training fφ and during deployment, we build a confidence-
ased classifier gφ as

φ(xi) = ci1(ui ≥ ϵu), (6)

here ϵu is a threshold on confidence and 1 is the indicator
unction. For state xi, gφ determines its context from N + 1
ontexts (N intervention contexts and one default context). If
i ≥ ϵu, it suggests the classifier fφ is confident and gφ predicts
i. Otherwise, when fφ is unsure about its prediction, ci1{ui ≥

ϵu} = 0. In this case, gφ believes the current state xi is not
similar to any intervention context and instead classifies xi as
the default context. For this default context labeled as ci = 0,
navigation utilizes the default navigation parameters θ̄ (i.e., we
set M(0) = θ̄ ). The new confidence-based context predictor Bφ is
then defined as:

Bφ(xt ) = mode
{
gφ(xi), t − p < i ≤ t

}
. (7)

Again, Bφ acts as a mode filter and chooses the context ct that the
majority agrees with over the past p time steps.

The LearningParameterPolicy subroutine in Alg. 1 for appli is
shown in Alg. 3. appli learns a confidence-based classifier (Line
2) and navigation parameters θ1:N for each context (Lines 3–5).
During deployment, we use θt = πI (xt ) = M(Bφ(xt )) to select the
parameters for the navigation system at time t . Similar to πD, πI
does not consider θt−1 as part of st (only xt , line 7 Alg. 1), but
consults a history of p steps of xt for smoothness.

Algorithm 3 LearningParameterPolicy (appli)

1: Input: I = I1:N = {{xt , at}
Ti
t=1}

N
i=1, Θ , G.

2: Train a confidence-based classifier fφ on {{xt , ci}
Ti
t=1}

N
i=1.

3: for i = 1, . . . ,N do
4: Find parameter θi for context i using Eq. (2) on Ii.
5: end for
6: Form the map M(i) = θi, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ N , and confidence-based

context predictor Bφ(x).

5.2. Experiments

In our experiments, we aim to show that appli can improve
navigation performance by learning from only a few interven-
tions and, with the confidence measurement, that the overall
system can generalize well to unseen environments. We apply
appli on the same ClearPath Jackal ground robot with the same
setup as in appld (Section 4.2) in a physical obstacle course.
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Table 1
appli traversal time.

Default Type A Type A + B Full Demo

Training environment 134.0 ± 60.6 s 77.4 ± 2.8 s 70.6 ± 3.2 s 78.0 ± 2.7 s
Unseen environment 109.2 ± 50.8 s 71 ± 0.7 s 59 ± 0.7 s 62.0 ± 2.0 s
Fig. 4. appli running in an unseen physical environment.
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Navigation performance learned through appli is then tested both
in the same training environment, and also in another unseen
physical test course, which is qualitatively similar to the training
environment (i.e., similar contexts were created in a different
ordering). Furthermore, to investigate generalizability, we test the
learned systems on a benchmark suite of 300 unseen simulated
navigation environments [35].

During data collection, one of the authors (the intervener)
follows the robot through the test course and intervenes when
necessary, reporting if the intervention is to drive the robot out of
a failure case (Type A) or to correct a suboptimal behavior (Type
B). The four interventions are shown in Fig. 3: before the two Type
A interventions (shown in red), the default system (dwa with
θ̄ ) fails to plan feasible motions and starts recovery behaviors
(rotates in place and moves backward); before the two Type B
interventions (shown in yellow), the robot drives unnecessarily
slowly in a relatively open space and enters the narrow corridor
with unsmooth motions. For every intervention, the intervener
stops the robot, drives it back to where they deem the fail-
ure or suboptimal behavior to have begun, and then provides
recorded teleoperation I that avoids the problematic behavior.
t takes less than an hour to learn a set of parameters for each
ntervention. Training the EDL-based context predictor takes only
few minutes using the same computational infrastructure as

pecified in Section 4.1.1. To compare the performance learned
rom interventions and learned from a full demonstration, we also
ollect extra demonstrations for those places where the default
lanner already works well (shown in green in Fig. 3).

.2.1. Physical experiments
After training, we deploy πI with learned mapping M and

ontext predictor Bφ on the move_base navigation stack G with
n empirically chosen threshold value ϵu = 0.8.
We first deploy appli in the same training physical environ-

ent (Fig. 3). We compare the performance of the dwa planner
ith default parameters, appli learned only with Type A inter-
entions, appli learned with Type A and Type B interventions, and
ppli learned with a full demonstration (which is basically appld
nhanced by manual context segmentation and the confidence
easure). The motivation for the variation of appli learned only
ith Type A interventions is to study the effect of an unfocused or

nexperienced human intervener. In this case, the human would
till conduct all Type A interventions, as those mistakes are severe
7

and easy to identify—some robots may even actively ask for help
(e.g. by starting recovery behaviors). However, the human may
fail to conduct Type B interventions as she is not paying attention,
or is not equipped with the knowledge to identify suboptimal
behaviors. For each method, we run five trials and report the
mean and standard deviation of the traversal time in Table 1 1st
row. If the robot gets stuck, we introduce a penalty value of 200 s.
We also deploy the same sets of variants in an unseen physical
environments (Fig. 4 and Table 1 2nd row).

For both the training and unseen environments, Type A inter-
ventions alone significantly improve upon the default parameters
(p = 0.016), by correcting all recovery behaviors such as rotating
n place or driving backwards, and eliminating all failure cases.
dding Type B interventions further reduces traversal time (p =

× 10−8), since the robot learns to speed up in relatively open
paces and to execute smooth motion when the tightness of the
urrounding obstacles changes. All the interventions are able to
mprove navigation in both training and unseen environments
penv. = 0.11), suggesting appli’s generalizability. Surprisingly,
n both environments, appli learned from only Type A and Type
interventions can even outperform appli learned from an en-

ire demonstration (p = 1.5 × 10−4). One possible reason for
his better performance from fewer human interactions is the
dditional human demonstrations may be suboptimal, especially
ince they are collected in places where the default navigation
ystem was already deemed to have performed well. For example,
n the full demonstration, we find the human intervener is more
onservative than the default navigation system and drives slowly
n some places. Hence, learning from these suboptimal behav-
ors introduces suboptimal parameters and consequently worse
erformance in contexts similar to that intervention.

.2.2. Simulated experiments
To further test appli’s generalizability to unseen environ-

ents, we test our method and compare it with two baselines
n the Benchmark for Autonomous Robot Navigation (barn)
ataset [35]. The benchmark dataset consists of 300 simulated
avigation environments randomly generated using Cellular Au-
omata, ranging from easy ones with a lot of open spaces to
hallenging ones where the robot needs to get through dense
bstacles (see examples in Fig. 5). Using the same training data
ollected from the physical environment shown in Fig. 3, we
est the following seven variants: (1) appli (A + B + c): appli
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Fig. 5. Example navigation environments in the barn dataset.
Fig. 6. Normalized performance in 300 simulation environments from 12 runs each. Error bars: standard deviation.
Table 2
Percentage of simulation environments that Method 1 is significantly worse than Method 2 in terms of traversal time. (Methods are listed in order of increasing
performances. Results mentioned in experiment analysis are bold for better identification).

Method 2

(A) dwa (A + c) (A + B + D + c) (A + B + D) (A + B + c) (A + B)
I II III IV V VI VII

Method 1

I 0 50 53 62 63 68 66
II 10 0 6 33 40 44 47
III 6 4 0 31 37 45 45
IV 5 7 11 0 25 31 33
V 5 7 7 10 0 21 21
VI 3 3 4 3 5 0 9
VII 2 5 5 6 4 6 0
i
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learned from Type A and B inventions with confidence measure,
2) appli (A + B): appli learned from Type A and B inventions
ithout confidence measure, (3) appli (A + c): appli learned
rom only Type A interventions with confidence measure, (4)
ppli (A): appli learned from only Type A interventions without
onfidence measure, (5) appli (A + B + D + c): appli learned
rom full demonstration with confidence measure, (6) appli (A +

+ D): appli learned from full demonstration without confidence
easure, (7) the dwa planner with default parameters.
Testing these variations aims at studying the effect of learn-

ng from different modes of interventions caused by different
egrees of human attention and experience levels, i.e., imper-
tive interventions (A), optional interventions (A + B), and a
ull demonstration (A + B + D). They also provide an ablation
tudy for the confidence measure in the EDL context classifier fφ:
hen deployed without the confidence measure, the robot has
o choose among the parameters learned from interventions and
ever uses the default parameters.
For each method in each simulation environment, we measure

he traversal time for 12 different runs, resulting in 25200 total
avigation trials. The average traversal time for each method in
ll simulation environments is normalized by DWA and is shown
8

n order of increasing performance in Fig. 6. We conduct a pair-
ise t-test for all methods in order to compute the percentage
f environments in which one method (denoted as Method 1)
s significantly worse (p < 0.05) than another (denoted as
ethod 2). For better illustration, we also reorder the method by
erformance and show the pairwise comparisons in Table 2.
appli (A + B + c) and appli (A + B + D + c) outperform

wa: their average traversal time is shorter than that of dwa by
% and 17% respectively, and they are significantly better in 44%
nd 33% of environments respectively and significantly worse in
nly 3% and 7% of environments than dwa. However, for appli (A
c), its traversal time is only 1% better than dwa (significantly

etter 6% of the time), which suggests that even though type B
nventions only correct suboptimal performances, they are crucial
or performance improvement.

In terms of the effect of confidence, appli (A) only selects
arameters learned from 2 Type A inventions and never uses
he default parameters even when they are more appropriate.
emoving confidence greatly harms its performance, making its
raversal time even longer than dwa by 31% (significantly worse
n 53% of environments). However, appli (A + B + c) and appli
A + B + D + c), which use more interventions or even the full
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Fig. 7. For non-expert users who are unable or unwilling to take control of the robot, evaluative feedback, e.g. good job (green thumbs up) or bad job (red thumbs
down), is a more accessible human interaction modality, but still valuable for improving navigation systems during deployment.
demonstration to train the parameter mapping M and context
predictor Bφ , are more confident about their predictions most
of the time. As a result, removing confidence in the context
predictor does not result in a significant difference.

Lastly, a counterintuitive, but similar result as in the physical
experiments is that appli (A + B + c) learned from only Type A
and B interventions achieves shorter traversal time than appli (A
+ B + D + c) and appli (A + B + D) by 9.2% and 6.1% (significantly
better in 31% and 21% of the environments), respectively. Sim-
ilar to the discussions about physical experiments, unnecessary
human demonstrations are most likely suboptimal. In this sense,
appli not only reduces the required human interactions from a
full demonstration to only a few interventions, but also reduces
the chance of performance degradation caused by suboptimal
demonstrations.

6. APPL from evaluative feedback (APPLE)

appld and appli require non-expert users to take full control
of the moving robot with a joystick, which some non-expert
users may not feel comfortable with, e.g., due to perceived risk
of human error and causing collisions. For these users, we intro-
duce Adaptive Planner Parameter Learning from Evaluative Feedback
(apple) [4], where they only need to observe the robot navigating
and provide real-time positive or negative assessments of the
observed navigation behavior through evaluative feedback. This
more-accessible modality provides a new interaction channel
for a larger community of non-expert users with mobile robots
(Fig. 7). In this section, we briefly summarize apple and reformal-
ize it based on the appl formulation in Section 3. For full details
and experiment results, please refer to our RAL article [4].

6.1. Learning apple policy

apple learns a parameter policy from human evaluative feed-
back in order to select the appropriate parameter set θ for the
current deployment scenario. The parameter set can be selected
from either a discrete parameter set library or from a continu-
ous full parameter space. To be specific, a human observes the
underlying planner taking action a at state x, and then provides
evaluative feedback e. The human can provide either discrete
(e.g., ‘‘good job’’/‘‘bad job’’) or continuous (e.g., a score ranging in
[0, 1]) evaluative feedback. With the evaluative feedback from the
human, apple finds (1) a parameterized predictor Fφ : X×Θ → E
that predicts human evaluative feedback for each state-parameter
pair (x, θ ), and (2) a parameterized parameter policy πψ : X → Θ

that determines the appropriate planner parameter set θ for the
current state x.
9

6.1.1. Discrete parameter policy
A discrete parameter policy is designed for the situations

where K candidate parameter sets (e.g., the default set or sets
tuned for specific environments like narrow corridors, open
spaces, etc.) are already available. These K candidate parameter
sets comprise a parameter library L = {θ i}Ki=1 (superscript i
denotes the index in the library). In this case, a discrete apple
policy learns to select the most appropriate of these parameters
given the state x using the provided evaluative feedback e.

In our discrete apple policy, the feedback predictor Fφ is pa-
rameterized in a way similar to the value network in DQN [36]:
the input is the state x, while the output is K predicted feedback
values {êi}Ki=1. Each êi is a prediction of the evaluative feedback a
human user would give if the planner were using the respective
parameter set θ i ∈ L at state x. During training, a feedback
dataset for supervised learning, F = {xj, θj, ej}Nj=1 (θj ∈ L,
subscript j denotes the time step), is built using the evaluative
feedback collected so far. We use supervised learning which min-
imizes the difference between predicted feedback and the label to
learn Fφ:

φ∗
= argmin

φ

E
(xj,θj,ej)∼F

ℓ(Fφ(xj, θj), ej) (8)

where ℓ(·, ·) is the binary cross entropy loss if the feedback ej is
discrete (e.g., ej = 1 for ‘‘good job’’, and ej = 0 for ‘‘bad job’’), or
mean squared error given continuous feedback.

With Fφ∗ , the discrete parameter policy π (·|x) simply chooses
the parameter set that maximizes the expected human feedback:

π (·|x) = argmax
θ∈L

F∗

φ (x, θ ). (9)

Note ψ is omitted since only φ∗ is needed for πψ to select the
appropriate θ .

6.1.2. Continuous parameter policy
apple can also learn to select appropriate parameters from

continuous parameter spaces (e.g., deciding the max speed from
[0.1, 2] m/s). For continuous apple policy, the parameter policy
πψ and the feedback predictor Fφ are parameterized in the actor-
critic style [37]. Similar to the discrete apple policy, we also train
Fφ by minimizing the difference between predicted and collected
feedback using the collected dataset F = {xj, θj, ej}Nj=1 (Eq. (8)).
The parameter policy πψ is trained to not only choose the action
that maximizes expected feedback, but also to maximize the
entropy of policy H(πψ (·|x)) at state x. We use the same entropy
regularization as Soft Actor Critic (SAC) [37], so that πψ favors
more stochastic policies for better exploration during training:

ψ∗
= argmin

ψ

E
xj∈F

˜

[
−Fφ(xj, θ̃j) + α logπψ (θ̃j|xj)

]
, (10)
θj∼πψ (·|xj)
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Table 3
Traversal time in training and unseen environment.

Default appli apple (disc.)

Training 143.1 ± 20.0 s 79.8 ± 8.1 s 75.2 ± 4.1 s
Unseen 150.5 ± 24.0 s 86.4 ± 1.1 s 83.9 ± 4.6 s

where α is the temperature controlling the importance of the
entropy bonus and is automatically tuned as in SAC [37].

The LearningParameterPolicy subroutine in Alg. 1 for apple to
earn πE is simply learning Fφ∗ with Eq. (8) and learning πψ∗

ith SAC [37] for the discrete and continuous parameter policy,
espectively.

.2. Experiments

In our experiments, we find that apple can improve navigation
erformance by learning from evaluative feedback, in contrast
o a teleoperated demonstration or a few corrective interven-
ions, both of which require the non-expert user to take control
f the moving robot. We also show apple’s generalizability to
nseen environments. To be specific, we implement apple on
he same ClearPath Jackal ground robot in barn [35], and in
wo physical obstacle courses. We show that apple can achieve
ignificant improvement compared to the default parameters,
nd even slightly better performance (not statistically significant)
han appli learned from a similar obstacle course (Table 3). For
ull details about the experimental setup and results, please refer
o our RAL article [4].

. APPL from reinforcement (APPLR)

Adaptive Planner Parameter Learning from Reinforcement
applr) [5] adopts the general notion of parameter policy
Section 3 Fig. 1). One disadvantage of learning planner param-
ters from different human interaction modalities is that the
earner’s performance is limited by the human’s (most likely sub-
ptimal) teleoperated demonstration, corrective interventions,
nd evaluative feedback. With reinforcement learning in a wide
ariety of simulation environments, applr does not need access
o any human interaction, and learns to make planner parameter
ecisions in such a way that allows the system to take suboptimal
ctions at one state in order to perform even better in the future.

.1. Learning applr policy

applr uses an existing RL algorithm and a reward function to
learn a parameter policy πR.

7.1.1. Reward function
In general, we encourage three types of behaviors: (1) behav-

iors that lead to the global goal faster; (2) behaviors that make
more local progress; and (3) behaviors that avoid collisions and
danger. Correspondingly, the designed reward function can be
summarized as

Rt (st , at , st+1) = cf Rf + cpRp + ccRc . (11)

Here, cf , cp, cc are coefficients for the three types of reward func-
tions Rf , Rp, Rc . Specifically, Rf (st , at ) = 1(st is terminal) − 1
applies a −1 penalty to every step before reaching the global goal.
To encourage the local progress of the robot, we add a dense
shaping reward Rp. Assume β = (βx, βy) ∈ R2 is the global
goal and at time t , the absolute coordinates of the robot are
pt = (pxt , p

y
t ), we define

Rp =
(pt+1 − pt ) · (β − pt )

, (12)

|β − pt |

10
In other words, Rp denotes the robot’s local progress (pt+1 − pt )
rojected on the direction toward the global goal (β−pt ). Finally,
penalty for the robot colliding with or coming too close to
bstacles is defined as Rc = −1/d(pt+1), where d(pt+1) is a
istance function measuring how close the robot is to obstacles
ased on sensor observations (e.g., using LiDAR).

.1.2. Reinforcement learning algorithm
For continuous actions and high sample efficiency, we use

he Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic policy gradient algorithm
TD3) [38], an actor-critic algorithm that keeps an estimate for
oth the policy and two state–action value functions.

.2. Experiments

Again, we use the same ClearPath Jackal and the same setup
o validate that applr can enable adaptive autonomous navigation
ithout access to expert tuning or human demonstrations and is
eneralizable to many deployment environments, both in simu-
ation and in the real-world. The results of applr are compared
ith those obtained by the underlying navigation system using

ts default parameters from the robot platform manufacturer. For
he physical experiments, we also compare to parameters learned
rom appld.

.2.1. Training
xt is composed of 720-dimensional laser scan (capped to 2 m)

nd a relative goal angle, computed from a local goal taken from
he global path 1 m away from the robot. The meta-state st is
omposed of xt and θt−1. applr learns a parameter policy πR to
elect the same dwa parameters θt as other appl methods. πR
s trained in simulation using 250 randomly selected training
nvironments from the barn dataset [35]. In each of the envi-
onments, the robot aims to navigate from a fixed start to a fixed
oal location in a safe and fast manner. For the reward function,
hile Rf penalizes each time step before reaching the global goal,
e simplified Rp by replacing it with its projection along the
-axis (longitudinal direction) of all barn environments, because
he traversal paths from start to goal in all barn environments are
long the positive direction of the y-axis. . The distance function
n d(pt+1) in Rc is the minimal value among the 720 laser beams.
R produces a new set of planner parameters every two seconds.
This simulated navigation task is implemented in a Singularity

ontainer, which enables easy parallelization on a computer clus-
er. TD3 [38] is implemented to learn the parameter policy πR in
imulation. The policy network and the two target Q-networks
re represented as multilayer perceptrons with three 512-unit
idden layers. The policy is learned under the distributed archi-
ecture Gorila [39]. The acting processes are distributed over 500
PUs with each CPU running one individual navigation task. On
verage, two actors work on a given navigation task. A single
entral learner periodically collects samples from the actors’ local
uffers and supplies the updated policy to each actor. Gaussian
xploration noise with 0.5 standard deviation is applied to the
ctions at the beginning of the training. Afterward the standard
eviation linearly decays at a rate of 0.125 per million steps and
tays at 0.02 after 4 million steps. The entire training process
akes about 6 h and requires 5 million transition samples in total.

.2.2. Simulated experiments
After training, we deploy the learned parameter policy πR

n both the 250 training and 50 test environments. We also
se traversal time to evaluate the performance of the policy. A
aximum traversal time of 50 s is used, and the failing trials
re set to be 50 s plus a 20 s penalty. We average over the
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Fig. 8. Traversal time difference between applr and dwa for the training environments (top) and the test environments (bottom). The bars represent the environments
rdered by traversal time difference. The colored bars indicate the environments that show statistically significant difference. (For interpretation of the references
o color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 4
Average traversal time of applr and dwa.

applr dwa Improvement P-value

Training 20.8 ± 1.8 27.1 ± 1.3 6.3 (23.2%) 8.2 × 10−3

Test 22.4 ± 1.0 26.3 ± 2.1 3.9 (14.8%) 5.3 × 10−2

Table 5
Number and percentage of all environments in which one method is better
compared to the other.

applr better dwa better

Training 106 (42.4%) 12 (4.8%)
Test 20 (40%) 4 (8%)

traversal time of 40 trials for dwa and applr in each environ-
ent. We also perform t-tests for each pair of applr and dwa
erformance to check statistical significance. The results over the
50 training environments and 50 test environments are shown
n Fig. 8. For the majority of the environments (green bars), applr
shows statistically significantly better navigation performance.
Table 4 shows the average traversal time of applr and dwa, and
relative improvement (averaged over three training runs). applr
yields an improvement of 23.2% in the training environments, and
14.8% in the test environments. In addition, Table 5 compares
the number of environments that show significant improvement
and deterioration. In both training and test set, applr achieves
statistically significantly better navigation performance in over
40% of environments than dwa does, while dwa is only better
in 4.8% and 8% of environments in the training and test set,
respectively.

7.2.3. Physical experiments
To validate the sim-to-real transfer of applr, we also test

the learned parameter policy πR on a physical Jackal robot. The
learned policy is deployed in a real-world obstacle course (Fig. 9).
This physical environment is different from any of the navigation
environments in barn. Therefore, both generalizability and sim-
to-real transfer of applr can be tested with this unseen real-world
environment. Note that the use of LiDAR input also reduces the
difference between simulation and the real-world.

Given this target environment, we further collect a teleoper-

ated demonstration provided by one of the authors and learn a

11
Table 6
Traversal time in physical experiments.
dwa appld applr

72.8 ± 10.1 sa 43.2 ± 4.1 s 34.4 ± 4.8 s
aDenotes one additional failure trial.

parameter tuning policy based on the notion of navigational con-
text (appld). The author aims at driving the robot to traverse the
entire obstacle course in a safe and fast manner. appld identifies
three contexts using the human demonstration and learns three
sets of navigation parameters.

We compare the performance of applr with that of appld and
the dwa planner using a set of hand-tuned default parameters.
For each trial, the robot navigates from the fixed start point
to a fixed goal point. Each trial is repeated five times and we
report the mean and standard deviation in Table 6. We also
conduct t-tests for applr vs. dwa and applr vs. appld and find
the p-values to be 2.5 × 10−4 and 1.4 × 10−2 respectively,
showing applr’s statistically significant improvement. In all dwa
trials, the robot gets stuck in many places, especially where the
surrounding obstacles are very tight. It has to engage in many
recovery behaviors, i.e. rotating in place or driving backwards, to
‘‘get unstuck’’. Furthermore, in relatively open space, the robot
drives unnecessarily slowly. All these behaviors contribute to the
large traversal time and high variance (plus an additional failure
trial). Unlike many simulation environments in barn [35], where
obstacles are generated by cellular automata and therefore very
cluttered, the relatively open space in the physical environment
(Fig. 9) allows faster speed and gives applr a greater advantage.
Surprisingly, applr even achieves better navigation performance
than appld, which has access to a human demonstration in the
same environment. One of the reasons we observe this result
in the physical experiments is that the human demonstrator is
relatively conservative in some places; the parameters learned
by appld are upper-bounded by this suboptimal human per-
formance. Another reason is that applr is given the flexibility
to continually change parameters, and RL is able to utilize the
sequential aspect of the parameter selection problem, in contrast
to appld’s three sets of static parameters.
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a

Fig. 9. applr physical experiments.
Fig. 10. One learning cycle. White arrows: Learning in the real-world. Black arrow: Learning in simulation.
8. Cycle-of-learning

The four individual appl methods are combined to form a
cycle-of-learning scheme [23], in which a mobile robot can in-
teract with different users in different deployment environments
and continually improve its navigation in a cyclic fashion. We
present our cycle-of-learning algorithm in Alg. 4. We provide
detailed explanation of Alg. 4 using one full cycle (Fig. 10) as an
example, which starts from applr, goes through appld, appli, and
pple, and comes back to applr. To distinguish the start and end

of the cycle, we name them applr1 and applr2.
We assume a mobile robot is given an underlying navigation

system G (e.g., dwa planner [7]) and a space of possible param-
eters Θ (e.g., dwa parameters). We also assume there is a set
of simulation environments, where the robot can learn through
trial and error, e.g., the barn dataset [35] (line 1 Alg. 4). Before
any real-world deployment, we first train the applr1 policy πR
in the barn dataset E (line 3 Alg. 4). Then the cycle-of-learning
starts (lines 5–28 Alg. 4). With only one parameter policy πR in
the policy set Π (line 7 Alg. 4), the first deployment environment
in our example cycle is a relatively open space, where default dwa
slowly drives at the default 0.5 m/s max velocity and applr1 is
able to accelerate to 2.0 m/s (line 9 Alg. 4). Therefore user 0 is
satisfied with the navigation performance and does not choose
to interact with the robot (skipping lines 10–15 Alg. 4). Moving
on to the second environment (line 9 Alg. 4), applr1 produces
unsmooth motion at the narrow gap (line 10 Alg. 4). User 1
provides a full demonstration for Environment 2 (line 11 Alg.
4), from which appld learns two contexts and corresponding
parameters (line 12 Alg. 4). The navigation therefore improves
(line 13 Alg. 4). When deployed in the third environment (line
9 Alg. 4), appld gets stuck multiple times in the narrow corridor
(line 10 Alg. 4), where User 2 intervenes (line 11 Alg. 4) and uses
appli to learn an extra context (line 12 Alg. 4). In Environment
4 (line 9 Alg. 4), appli suffers from suboptimal behaviors in the
obstacle field (line 10 Alg. 4). User 3 provides evaluative feedback
(line 11 Alg. 4) and uses apple to improve the context predictor of
appli (line 12 Alg. 4). The performance of different appl variants
in the four environments is shown in Table 7 (averaged over
5 trials). The method which directly utilizes human interaction
in the particular environment achieves the best results in the
corresponding environment (bold).

We further perform t-tests for the best two methods in each

of the four environments and report the corresponding p-values

12
Table 7
Cycle-of-learning performance in Env. 1–4.
Env. DWA APPLR1 APPLD APPLI APPLE APPLR2

1 9.8
±0.5 s

4.4
±0.3 s

2 30.2
±1.4 s

18.6
±3.6 s

12.5
±0.4 s

3 56.9
±2.5 s

57.5
±5.8 s

38.1
±2.3 s

37.0
±2.0 s

4 109.2
±6.5 s

103.4
±12.8 s

90.6
±6.0 s

88.8
±2.9 s

76.4
±3.5 s

81.6
±5.6 s

Table 8
P-values of the best two methods for Env. 1–4.

Env. 1
R1 vs. DWA

Env. 2
D vs. R1

Env. 3
I vs. D

Env. 4
E vs. I

p-value 4.5 × 10−8 5.5 × 10−3 0.45 2.9 × 10−4

in Table 8. In Environments 1, 2, and 4, applr1, appld, and apple
are statistically significantly better than the default dwa, applr1,
and appli, respectively. In Environment 3, appli does not achieve
statistically significant improvement over appld, possibly because
the extremely difficult extra narrow corridor in Environment 3
also causes trouble for the parameters learned by appli.

After deploying in Environment 4 with apple, we finish all
physical deployment in this cycle (line 16 Alg. 4) and then train
applr2 on the barn dataset (lines 18–27 Alg. 4). For each policy
learned from different human interactions in the current policy
set Π (line 19 Alg. 4), we identify the barn environments where
the appl variants perform better than applr1 (line 21 Alg. 4), and
use the learned appld, appli, or apple policies for exploration
(line 22 Alg. 4)1 with a probability which decreases from 1 to
0 in those environments. applr2 achieves significantly better
performance in these environments due to the better exploration
policy learned within the cycle from different human interaction
modalities. We further test applr2’s performance against applr1’s
in all barn environments and do not observe significant deterio-
ration in other environments. In fact, applr2’s average traversal
time in barn improves from applr1’s 24.7 s to 24.0 s. We also
deploy applr2 in Environment 4 in Fig. 10. Although the training
experience in barn slightly increases traversal time compared to

1 Other techniques for combining policies may be possible (e.g., [40]).
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pple, applr2 significantly outperforms applr1 by incorporating
ll human interactions, including the learned context predictor
nd parameters, into a stand-alone parameter policy. We hy-
othesize that applr2’s performance degradation compared to
pple in Environment 4 arises because while apple’s feedback
pecifically targets improving performance in Environment 4,
pplr2 has to consider performance in the simulated barn en-
ironments as well, which may compromise the performance in
nvironment 4.

Algorithm 4 Cycle-of-Learning

1: Input: navigation stack G, space of possible parameters Θ ,
and simulation environments E .

2: // Initialization
3: Train applr policy πR in E to select θ ∈ Θ for G.
4: // Cycle-of-Learning
5: while True do
6: // Physical Deployment
7: Initialize policy set Π = {πR}.
8: for each deployment do
9: Deploy a policy π ∈ Π (e.g., the latest one).
0: if unsatisfactory navigation performance then
1: User provides interaction I (Demonstration, Interven-

tions, or Evaluative Feedback).
2: π = LearnParameterPolicy(I,Θ,G) (appld, appli, or

apple, based on the chosen modality).
13: Deploy with π .
14: Π = Π ∪ π .
5: end if
6: end for
7: // Simulated Training
8: Initialize training dataset D = ∅.
9: for each π ∈ Π \ πR do
0: for each ei ∈ E do
1: if π performs better than πR in ei then
2: Explore with π in ei to gather training data d.
3: D = D ∪ d.
4: end if

25: end for
6: end for
7: Update πR with D for next cycle of deployments.

28: end while

9. Discussion

The appl paradigm integrated with the Cycle-of-Learning
cheme opens up at least three dimensions for autonomous
obile robots deployed in the real-world co-existing with non-
xpert human users. First, building upon classical navigation
lanners, the appl agent interfaces with these systems through
heir hyper-parameters. Therefore, benefits of these classical sys-
ems can be inherited when being deployed in the real world,
.g., safety can still be provided by the provable guarantees of
he classical systems and the behavior of the appl agent is still
xplainable through the designed role of each learned hyper-
arameter. While enjoying these benefits, appl simultaneously
mpowers mobile robots with adaptivity to a variety of sce-
arios in the wild, which is usually an advantage of purely
earning-based methods.

Second, appl allows mobile robots to learn from a variety
f non-expert human users through multi-model interactions,
anging from teleoperated demonstration, corrective interven-
ions, and evaluative feedback. Relaxing the assumption of access
o expert roboticists when facing new deployment scenarios or
uboptimal navigation behavior in existing environments, many
13
non-expert human users, or even bystanders, can also contribute
to the improvement of autonomous navigation performance in
the real world.

Third, the Cycle-of-Learning scheme further removes the tra-
ditionally myopic focus on in-situ adjustment or improvement in
one single deployment scenario with a particular human inter-
action, and aims toward a human–robot ecosystem where with
non-expert humans’ help robots are able to continually improve
during real-world deployment throughout their lifetime. Robots
are then expected to require less and less frequent interactions
with human users but achieve better and better performance in
their future deployments.

Such a learning paradigm that leverages the agent’s own ex-
ploration experiences and interactions with other agents, human
or artificial, has been considered by the learning community for
many years. Lin [41] proposed to combine reinforcement learning
with teaching frameworks to speed up reinforcement learning
in solving complicated learning tasks three decades ago. At that
time, the complicated learning task only involved navigating in a
discrete 2D maze environment, similar to an Atari game. A decade
later, Smart and Kaelbling [42] proposed a similar paradigm and
moved closer toward real-world robotics applications. Similar
to appl’s underlying classical planner, their method utilized a
upplied control policy (either actual control code, or a human
irectly controlling the robot with a joystick) to kick start the first
earning phase, where the learning agent only passively watches
he supplied policy generating states, actions, and rewards and
earns a value function. In the second phase, the learning agent
akes control of the robot using the learned value function from
he first phase. Such a paradigm assumes that after the first phase,
he learning agent is fully capable of reliably executing any task in
he workspace, which, however, is not always true. During real-
orld robot deployment which is the focus of appl, encountering
nseen scenarios is inevitable, and the learning agent may find it
ifficult to generalize well to such scenarios. On the other hand,
classical scripted system or a human may be able to address

hese scenarios in a more trustworthy way.
The appl paradigm with the Cycle-of-Learning scheme is very

eminiscent of the approach proposed by Smart and Kaelbling
42], i.e., leveraging classical non-learning-based methods and/or
umans to improve learning, but with a focus on addressing the
eneralizability issue in real-world unseen scenarios mentioned
bove. We posit that a robot interacting with the real-world with
n end-to-end learning system will inevitably encounter situa-
ions which it cannot handle, therefore appl relies on classical
ystems throughout the entire robot deployment period to assure
afety and explainability, in contrast to only during the initial
hase. The learning only happens at the hyper-parameter level
o fine-tine the underlying classical planner to address different
eployment scenarios.
Furthermore, while Lin’s work [41] proposed to use teach-

ng to accelerate reinforcement learning of complex tasks, the
earning overhead of training has been largely alleviated by the
evelopment of faster computation hardware, e.g., GPUs, and
etter function approximators, e.g., deep neural networks, in the
ast three decades. Leveraging the reduced learning cost, appl
an train a parameter policy in a variety of simulation envi-
onments, i.e., the barn dataset, with a highly parallelizable,
ontainerized, distributed training system [43], in order to cover
s many real-world environments as possible in simulation. Dur-
ng real-world deployment, when out-of-distribution scenarios
re inevitably encountered, non-expert users can help the robots
o adapt to these unseen scenarios using selected interaction
odalities. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, an-
ther computational factor is onboard computation [44,45] for
he multi-model learning during deployment. Due to limited on-
oard resources, such learning may not take place on the robot,
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nd may need to be uploaded to offboard computation resources
o assure the parameter policy can be updated quickly and trans-
erred back to the robot during a particular deployment. How
o allocate both onboard and offboard computation and how
o balance the trade-off between high computation power and
ommunication latency remains an interesting future research
irection.

0. Conclusions

We present appl, a learning paradigm that leverages different
uman interaction modalities, including demonstration, inter-
entions, evaluative feedback, and unsupervised reinforcement
earning, to dynamically fine-tune classical navigation planner
arameters to achieve better navigation performance. In addi-
ion to the individual appl methods and experiments, we also
ntroduce a cycle-of-learning scheme, in which different human
nteraction modalities can be utilized to continually improve
uture navigation performance in a cyclic fashion. One interest-
ng direction for future work is to investigate other methods
o incorporate human interaction to RL training in simulation,
.g., using inverse reinforcement learning to infer an underlying
eward function, or creating high fidelity simulations similar to
eal-world deployment environments.
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